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Preface
The underlying report summarizes the outcomes of

the Birds and Habitats Directive. It also produced

2000 sites through an Integrated River Basin

bodies in the Dovinė River Basin which will be included

the project “Management and Restoration of Natura
Management Plan of the Dovinė River, Lithuania”

funded by the Dutch Ministry of Agriculture, Nature
and Food Quality and the Dutch Ministry of Foreign

proposals to improve the ecological status of the water
in the program of measures of the River Basin
Management Plan of the Nemunas River.

Affairs through the PIN/Matra Program.

Through the implementation of this PIN/MATRA proj-

The project was initiated to halt the loss of biodiversity

the field of nature conservation and water manage-

of the Žuvintas Lake, one of the oldest nature reserves
in Lithuania. With the entrance of Lithuania to the

European Union on 1 May 2004 the project took the

Birds and Habitats Directive and the Water Framework

Directive as a starting point for designing the required
measures to reverse the down going trend. The Water
Framework Directive as well as the Birds and Habitats
Directive have clear ecological targets; the Water

Framework aims to improve the ecological condition
of all water bodies in the EU while the Birds and

ect Lithuanian government organisations working in

ment gained experience in cross-sectoral co-operation
and increased their capacities for the implementation
of European legislation on nature conservation and

water management. But most importantly the project
provided a base for the long-term protection of the
Žuvintas Lake, the re-naturalisation of the Dovinė
River and the restoration of drained wetlands.

Execution of the proposed plans will partly be funded
through a parallel GEF project.

Habitats Directive aim to maintain the habitats and

The Steering Committee established by the Minister of

“favourable conservation status”.

the water management sector, the nature conservation

species that are of European importance in a

Despite analogous objectives there are hardly any

experiences with harmonised and tuned implementation
of the Directives mentioned above, neither in the

“new” member states nor in the “old” member states.

It was therefore agreed to use the Dovinė River Basin,

Environment of Lithuania including representatives of
sector and agricultural sector guided the project

implementation, secured appropriate coordination

and made sure that the project addressed the relevant
policies and needs of the responsible government
bodies.

in which the Žuvintas Lake is located, as a demon-

To carry out the actual work three workgroups were

these directives and to use the project to enhance

 The Ecology working group headed by dr. Valerijus

stration area to test the combined implementation of
the required co-operation between the water mana-

established:

Rašomavičius

gement sector and the nature protection sector in

 The Hydrology working group headed by dr. Arvydas

mentioned above. To increase the understanding of

 The Information and Awareness Raising working

achieving the ecological objectives of the Directives
the involved experts and policy makers in the

Directives a number of training workshops were

Povilaitis

group headed by Ieva Guščenkaitė.

organised.

The Project Management Team with representatives

The project produced one nature management plan (for

and Žuvintas biosphere reserve was responsible for the

the Amalvas wetlands) and one draft nature management
plan (for the Žuvintas Reserve) both designated under
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of Wageningen International, the Nature Heritage Fund
day-to-day management, while experts from Alterra
(Netherlands) and Bio/consult (Denmark) supervised

the workgroups and built capacity of the workgroup

members. A total of 31 experts working in three work

groups contributed to the implementation of the project
and carried out the out the required inventories and
research activities.

The Project Management Team wishes to thank all

those who contributed to the success of the project
and hopes that the final results will serve as an

example for the implementation of the relevant EU
Directives across Lithuania and beyond.

Vilnius, June 2006
The Editorial Team: Karina Kitnaes (Bio/consult),
Eric Querner (Alterra), Arvydas Povilaitis, Zenonas
Gulbinas (PA-NHF) and Henk Zingstra (Wageningen
International).
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Executive Summary
Overall recommendations and
conclusions

Figure 1. Maximum Ecological Potential and Good Ecological
Potential

Restoring the water dynamics and flow pattern of the

Dovinė River to its original state appeared to be impos-

reference for a water body

sible. The Dovinė River is “heavily modified”; many of the

effect of the irreversible physical alterations

physical changes are irreversible and have to be taken

of the River. Water management facilities like sluices and
spill weirs remain to be necessary in order to prevent

drying out of the lakes and to prevent undesirable low-

ering of the ground water table in the Natura 2000 sites.
The draining and amelioration of large areas in the 20

th

century caused significant subsidence of the peat soils.

MEP

ecological potential

for granted when assessing the ecological quality status

mitigation measures
slight deviation

GEP
phased and less stringent objectives

ecological objectives 2015
formulate measures for realisation of GEP

Because these drained areas border the Natura 2000

sites, abandoning the sluices and spill weirs on the border of the natural areas would lead to undesirable lowering of the (ground) water tables in these areas.

Restoring the meanders is impossible on the short term

present ecological situation

Source: Brochure published by the Ministry of Transport, Public Works and
Water Management of the Netherlans October 2005, Lelystad Netherlands.
(www.kaderrichtlijnwater.nl)

due to the ownership of the areas needed for re-mean-

body is heavily modified the following aspects are taken

logical situation however are possible and will be pre-

irreversible and which measures are possible to mitigate

dering. Measures to improve the hydrological and eco-

into account: To what extent are physical alterations the

sented in this report. The proposed measures aim to

the alterations (see Figure 1).

management facilities to support improving the ecologi-

The ecological and hydrological situation in Amalvas is

habitats and species.

agricultural view point. The current management of

adjust the functioning and the construction of water

cal status of the water bodies and of the Natura 2000
Contrary to the conclusions of the Dancee project

“Transposition of the EU Water Framework Directive and

far from optimal both from an ecological as from an

the pumping station causes water levels of more than
1, 50 meters below the surface of the adjacent fields

Elaboration of a National Strategy for the Management of

accelerating the oxidation and subsidence process of

ignate the Dovinė River in its full length as a “heavily

emissions) and contributing to the drying out of the

Water Resources in Lithuania” it is recommended to desmodified water body”. According to the WFD, a water

body can be designated as “heavily modified” if the water

body has been modified as a result of physical alterations
to such a degree that the changes are irreversible and
Good Ecological Status is no longer achievable. Our

investigations revealed that achieving “Good Ecological

Status” is impossible for the Dovinė River but that instead
“Maximum Ecological Potential” (MEP) is achievable

through the measures proposed. MEP is the reference

condition minus ecological effects of irreversible changes
plus mitigation measures and is based on the definition
of Good Ecological Potential. Assessing whether a water

the remaining peat layer (and causing significant CO 
adjacent protected areas. Arrangements to adjust the
current management practices to modern land use

conditions are urgently needed. Before deciding on the
renewal and reconstruction of the pumping station of

the Amalvas polder cost-benefit analyses needs to be
carried out taking into consideration the costs and

benefits for nature conservation against the costs and
benefits (including long-term maintenance) for the

agriculture. Based on current knowledge it is proposed
to turn the polder into a summer polder to improve

the situation for nature conservation and to reduce the

oxidation of the peat layer and the CO  emissions.
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Grazing and haymaking are the recommended land

objectives that apply to the water bodies designated

from a macro-economic perspective as it requires a

“Good Ecological Status” that the Water Framework

uses. This type of land use might also be beneficial
much lower input of energy and fertilizers. This

implies renovation of the pumping station (using a

less energy consuming one) along with repairing the

dikes. The pumping station should only operate during
spring floods and in summer season to maintain the

water level in the main channel between the altitudes
of 84.30 and 84.80 m (0.6-1.0 m below the ground

surface). During non-vegetation periods the groundwater level should be kept natural. Raising the water
levels in the peat soils with (intensive) application of
mineral fertilizer or manure can lead to increased
nutrient leaking.

Reconstructing the sluices downstream of the Žuvintas
Lake has the highest priority. Next follow the Simnas

Lake sluice gates, the Dusia Lake sluice gates and the

under the Habitats Directive are compatible with the
Directive strives to achieve accept for the Žuvintas
Lake. Also in terms of delineation no problems

emerged. However; in case the Dovinė River will not be
designated as heavily modified problems will occur in
achieving “Good Ecological Status”. Similar problems

will occur when the Žuvintas Lake will be designated
as Habitats Type 3140 particularly because the WFD

requires achieving “Favourable Conservation Status” of
water bodies designated under the Habitats Directive

by 2010. This is impossible to achieve given the high
level of nutrients in the lake.

Additional recommendations and lessons learned:

 Criteria and definitions for assessing Favourable

Conservation Status of Natura 2000 Habitats and

Amalvas Lake sluice gates.

Species should be elaborated on National Level

The water management measures proposed require an
investment of 2 995 400 Lt (when the sedimentation

before assessing conservation status on site level.
This still has to be done in Lithuania.

ponds of Simnas fishponds are arranged following the

 Defining Good Ecological Status or Good Ecological

ponds of Simnas fishponds are arranged following the

Framework Directive has to wait for the inter-calli-

scenario 2) or 2.186 400 Lt (when the sedimentation

Potential for water bodies according to the Water

scenario 1) (cost level 2005).

bration process, which is currently ongoing at the
international level.

The Ministry of Environment of Lithuania has proposed

 No real conflicts between the management objec-

Habitats Directive because of the occurrence of patches

 To achieve Integrated Water Management stronger

to designate the Žuvintas Lake as pSCI under the

of Habitat Type 3140 (Hard oligo-mesotrophic water

tives and goals of the two Directives emerged.

co-operation between the nature protection sector

with benthic vegetation of Chara species). The investi-

and the water management sector needs to be pro-

gations carried out in the frame of the project however

moted.

revealed that this habitat type is in a poor condition
and that achieving favourable conservation status is
impossible even when the above listed measures to

improve the water quality are carried out. Because the
project found no real evidence for the designation of

Žuvintas Lake under this habitat type it is recommend-

ed to delete this habitat as a reason for designating the
Žuvintas Biosphere Reserve as a Natura 2000 site and
instead focus the management on the protection of
mire and fen complexes of the Reserve.

In summary the following water management
measures are proposed:

 See chapter 8 and the overview map in the back of
the cover for a detailed overview of the measures and
names of the river stretches.
1.

Replace the three-hole sluice gates in the Spernia
River downstream Dusia Lake by overflow-type

spill weirs along with the deposit deflection walls.
An adjustable gate should be constructed in the

middle opening to maintain the natural flow and to

Lessons learned

supply the Simnas fishponds with water during dry

implementation of the Water framework Directive and

chemical parameters for the Sutrė rivulet and other

The project found no incompatibilities between the
the Birds and Habitats Directive. The management
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periods. It is recommended to monitor and control
tributaries in southwestern part of lake.

2.

Improve the Spernia River stretch down the Lake Dusia
sluice by reducing pollution from the settlements,

8.

riffles should vary from 0.5 up to 0.7 m. The

removing bottom sediments from the river channel.

width should be 1.5 m. This measure should be

Implement pollution reduction measures to reduce

effective in particular during spring floods – the

the release of suspended matter and biogenic sub-

water would overflow into the river’s floodplain

stances from the fishponds to the Spernia River by:

and increase nutrient retention processes. Stone

a) Change fish farming system from fry breeding

made weirs should be arranged in the 100 m long

to grown-up fish production; b) Improve nutrition,

strip of the Bambena River downstream the

feed development & fish health (vaccination); and

bridge in Azuoliniai village. The suggested solu-

c) Combine fish and plant production systems
4.

ponds by eliminating the inflow of biogenic matters from the fishponds and by mowing and

5.

removing submerged and emergent vegetation.

Additionally reduce the pollution caused by the

Simnas fishponds. Two scenarios are possible: 1)
the two fish ponds located downstream of the

railway (southwest of the town of Simnas) near the
Spernia River should be designated as purification
ponds. For the water outflow downstream these

ponds the Spernia watercourse should be deepened in the stretch till the cemetery of the town

of Simnas. 2) Renovate the existing sedimentation
pond and build two additional retention ponds at

the boundary of the town of Simnas. Preference is
given to scenario 1. The Spernia watercourse
within the territory of fish ponds should be

cleaned and deepened to make it possible to

release water freely from fish ponds. It is recommended to incorporate the watercourse into the
6.

the purification retention ponds.

Naturalise the hydrological regime of the Bambene
river by restoring the outflow through the old

Bambena River meander through reconstruction of
7.

tion creates more favourable conditions for fish

(aquaponics).

Improve the Spernia River stretch down the fish-

the sluice-gates downstream of Simnas Lake.

In order to improve water quality in Simnas Lake,
reconstruct the wastewater treatment facilities in

the town of Simnas. Further it is recommended to:
a) Ensure and control the water quality of the

rivulet Spernia and from Simnas settlement waterworks, b) Remove phosphorus-rich bottom sedi-

ments at the southern and western part up to the

sluice, if possible, and c) Mowe reeds on the western bank up to the sluice and remove floatingleaved vegetation at end of summer.

Bambena River in between Simnas Lake’s sluice
gates and Azuoliniai village. The height of the

mowing and removing emergent vegetation and
3.

Construct two stone riffles in the strip of the

9.

migration upstream.

Construct three wooden dams in the 250 m long
strip of the Bambena River in between Azuoliniai

village and Žuvintas Lake (upstream the Kiaulycia
river outlet) where the river crosses the forested
area. This measure would be effective during all
seasons; the water would outflow into the sur-

rounding wetlands and would reduce the inflow of
sediments and biogenic substances into Žuvintas
Lake.

10. Improve the Bambena River stretch down Simnas

sluice, canalized Bambena down Ąžuoliniai settlement by mowing the meadows on the banks and

the vegetation at the edges of the channel and by
removing the vegetation from the river channel.

11. Full naturalization of the hydrological regime in

Žuvintas Lake by removing the sluice gates built in

the Dovinė River downstream of the Lake is impossible. Partial naturalization of the water fluctuation
requires the reconstruction of the sluice gates into
the overflow-type spill weirs and additional construction of a fish ladder of 34.4 m long, 1.8 m

width and of 17 dividing walls. The dike (2.2 km)
along with the road towards sluice gates (500 m)

should also be repaired. Within the strip of 200 m

downstream the sluice gates the riverbed should be
cleaned. The water quality of the lake will further
increase by a) decreasing the inflow of biogenic
and suspended matters from the basin through

Bambena river and other tributaries, b) mowing

reeds on the banks to remove helophyte surplus

and floating-leaved vegetation from the lake itself,
c) removing bottom sediments from the southern
part of the lake and d) decreasing the number of
benthivores fish species.
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12. In order to create favourable outflow conditions from
Žuvintas Lake and to improve flow hydrodynamics in

19. Naturalization of the water regime in the Amalvas
polder is also unacceptable from ecological point

of view due to likely spontaneous overgrowth with

the lake it is necessary to regularly remove floating

shrubs. In order to preserve valuable habitats for

and heliophilous vegetation in the north-western part

birds grazing and haymaking are the most recom-

of the water area (near the outflow). The most proper
time to do it is the end of July and August.

13. Improve the Dovinė River stretch down Lake Žuvintas by removing aquatic vegetation from the chan-

mended land uses in the polder.

20. Change the three-hole sluice-gates built in the

Amalve River downstream Amalvas Lake by over-

flow-type spill weirs in combination with construc-

nel and on the banks, especially on the stretch

tion of a fish-ladder of 14.8 m length, 2.5-6.0 m

down the sluice, and by controlling potential pol-

changeable width and of 8 dividing walls. Parallel

lution from Daukšiai settlement.

with the sluice gates the dike (2.7 km) along the

14. Removing forest and scrub encroachment in

road towards the sluice gates (400 m) should be

Žuvintas and Amalvas wetlands, the water level is

repaired. Within a 100mstrip downstream the

expected to increase from 3 cm to 160 cm. During

sluice and a 50mstrip upstream the riverbed

winter periods water levels in Žuvintas and

Amalvas raised bogs would rise from 1 to 90 cm.

The removal of vegetation would not have any sig-

nificant impact on water level dynamics in Žuvintas

should be cleaned.

21. The proposed reconstruction of the present sluice
gates downstream of Amalvas Lake will create

favourable conditions for the migration of fish in

and Amalvas lakes.

the Dovinė river basin. The major increase of fish

15. To further increase the groundwater level in the

species is likely to be in Simnas and Amalvas

northern, north-western and north-eastern parts

of the wetlands surrounding Žuvintas Lake retention of the affluent in the adjacent ditches is

required. For the implementation of this measure

lakes.

22. For the continuous measurement of water dis-

charge in the Bambena River an automatic water

level recording station should be placed upstream

the purchase of private land is possibly needed.

the weir at Ažuoliniai village.

16. To rise of groundwater level at the outskirts of

Žuvintas and Amalvas wetlands the water level in
the ditches needs to be raised. This would raise

edges surrounding Žuvintas wetland. The maximum

Management recommendations for selected
areas within Žuvintas Biosphere Reserve to
improve Conservation Status of Natura 2000
habitat types and species

increased water table can influence the ground

posed measures.

the groundwater level by 60-70 cm on average on

the northern, north-western and the north-eastern
increase in water level can reach 160 cm. The

water table at a distance from 100 to 1000 m in
particular in the drained part of Amalvas where
the groundwater level would rise by 50 cm on
average.

 See chapter 4 for a detailed overview of the pro-

In the North-Northeastern part of Žuvintas:
1.

17. Removal of the sluice gates built downstream the

meadows (6450) and lowland hay meadows (6510)

lower the water level in the lake more than 1.0 m.

bya) cutting and removing trees and shrubs to

In order to at least partially naturalize the water

cover less than <10% and by avoiding habitat

regime in Amalvas Lake the sluice gates should be

fragmentation, b) removing re-growth of trees and

reconstructed. Further is recommended to control

shrubs in the wetlands and meadows every 2

biogenic matter inflow from polder channels and

cutting off and remove reeds, d) mowing annually

channel between the lake and sluice.

in sectors using rotational method so each sector

18. Naturalization of the water regime in Amalvas
connection with Amalvas Lake. Consequently, the
water regime in the polder would be directly

related to the water level fluctuations in the lake.

However, due to the ownership situation of the land
the naturalisation of the water regime in Amalvas
polder is complicated and in violation with the
Lithuanian Land Reclamation law.
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nd

year, so juveniles cover max. 10% of total area, c)

to remove silt and aquatic vegetation surplus from

pumping station and restoration of the direct

mentation of the Natura 2000 habitat types: transition mires (7140), alkaline fens (7230), alluvial

Amalvas lake is unacceptable because it would

polder is only possible after abandoning the

Enlarge and sustain open areas and decrease frag-

is mowed each 2-3 years, e) avoiding intensive
2.

grazing (1-2 cattle/ha).

Restore favourable conservation status of the Natura
2000 species: fen orchid (Liparis loeselii) in the fen,

where the species has become extinct by: a) cuttingoff and removing trees and shrubs to cover max.

10% and avoid overgrowth, b) removing re-growth
on annual basis, c) mowing sectors annually using

rotation, so each sector is mowed every 2-3 years,
and c) avoid intensive grazing (max 1 cattle/ha).

3.

6.

Maintain open area of the Natura 2000 habitat
type: spring fen (7160) by: a) cutting-off and

remove trees and shrubs up to cover less than 25%
of area and avoid continuous overgrowing, b)

remove re-growth of trees and bushes every 2

and bushes to occupy less than 10% and avoid

overgrowth, b) once per two years truncate and

year, so the coverage of the annual re-growth cov-

remove re-growth of trees and bushes, and c)

intersecting reed areas with 100m wide sectors

ers max. 10% of total area, and c) mowing sectors

and cut using rotational method, i.e. between cut

annually using rotational method, so each sector is
4.

Maintain rare and non-fragmented reed habitats
of Natura 2000 species: Montagu’s Harrier by:

7.

a) cutting off and removing trees and shrubs to

den, and b) restoring natural water dynamics and

year, c) mowing sectors annually

diminish input of biogenics from inflow of the

Bambena River to improve the status of Žuvintas

using rotational, so each sectors is mowed once

Lake through the implementation of the proposed

per 2 years, and d) mowing reeds in belts of

100m wide and leave between cut areas uncut
5.

belts.

Maintain habitats of the Natura 2000 species Blue

8.

growing low bushes and trees (not in the forest
habitats), b) once per two years truncate and

remove re-growth of trees and bushes, c) In order
to slow down growth of young trees and shrubs,
mowing open areas applying rotational principle
each 2–3 years, and d) only applying extensive
grazing (max 2 cattle per ha).

water management measures.

Expand Natura 2000 habitat types: transition mires

(7140) and alkaline fens (7230), which are not overgrown by a) managing areas in accordance with the

throat by: a) cutting and remove high trees and

intensively growing shrubs. Maintain extensively

species from pollution by: a) making agreements
and mineral fertilizers/pesticides would be forbid-

overgrowth, b) Remove re-growth of trees and
nd

sectors leave uncut sectors.

Protect habitats of the Natura 2000 HD Annex I

with landowners on buffer zones, where organic

cover max 30% of the area and avoiding continuous
shrubs every 2

habitats of the Natura 2000 species: Bittern and

Blue throat by: a) cutting off and removing trees

nd

mowed once every 2-3 years.

Maintain non-fragmented reed areas, which are

9.

requirements for the European Natura 2000 habitats.

Restore mature forest stands to restore favourable
condition status for Natura 2000 forest habitat

types and safeguard survival of the Natura 2000

woodpecker species by avoiding clear cuttings as
one of the forest management measures. When

possible, gradually increase the amount of deadwood up to recommended quantity of 30 m³/ha.
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and removing re-growth of trees and bushes, and

In the Southern-South-western part of Žuvintas:
1.

c) mowing the reeds by 100 m belts employing rota-

Maintain Natura 2000 habitat types: open raised

tional, i.e. between cut sectors leaving uncut sectors.

bog (*7110), transition mires (7140) and the habitats of Natura 2000 bird species: Eurasian Golden
Plover and Wood Sandpiper by: a) clearing and

removing birches (Betula pubescens. B. pendula)

4.

and, if needed, pine-types atypical for raised bog

2.

b) removing re-growth every 4

of trees and bushes from wetlands and reeds every

year.

2

open transition mire and quaking bogs (7140) and

shoreline and cut off using rotation, i.e. between

tional wetland, and avoid fragmentation of habitats, b)

the cut sectors areas are left uncut. Each sector is
5.

ing sectors annually using rotational so each sector
water level).

habitats of Natura 2000 species: Bittern and

Montagu’s Harrier by: a) cutting off and removing

trees and bushes to occupy less than 10% and avoid
total overgrowing, b) once per two years truncating

12

throat and Fire-bellied Toad by: a) cutting off and
nd

year

truncating and removing tree and bush re-growth,

sive grazing (0,5–2 cattle/ha, depending on ground
Maintain non-fragmented reed areas, which are

cut once per 3-4 years.

Maintain habitats of the Natura 2000 species: Blue
removing trees and high bushes, b) every 2

is mowed once per 2-3 years, and e) avoiding inten3.

year, c) mowing sectors using rotation, so each

reed areas by 100m sectors perpendicular to the

trees and bushes to occupy less than 10% in transi-

the area, c) cutting off and removing reeds, d) mow-

nd

sector is mowed once per 2 years, and d) Intersect

meadows (6510) by: a) cutting off and removing

so that annually reground does not exceeds 10% of

habitats of Natura 2000 species: Montagu’s Harrier
to cover max 30%, b) ccutting and remove re-growth

Maintain and restore the Natura 2000 habitat types:

cutting and removing re-growth of trees and bushes

Maintain rare, non-fragmented reed areas, i.e.

by: a) cutting-off and removing trees and shrubs

(not applied to B. humilis & Salix lapponum), and
th

Cut each sector every 2-3 year.

and c) cutting off and removing shrubs growing
6.

along the ditch.

Maintain open, non-fragmented area; enlarge

Natura 2000 habitat type: alluvial meadows (6450)
by: a) cutting off and removing shrubs, and b)
Every 2

nd

year truncating and removing tree and

bush re-growth.

7.

fertilizers and pesticides are to be prohibited, b)

embanking the ditches draining the northern part

of the raised bog, and c) investigating possibilities
to embank ditches and feasible impact if embank-

ments to other habitats are recommended to flood
the transition mire near Polimas Lake, the raised
bog and quaking bog of Rudė River.

Expand the areas of the Natura 2000 habitat type:
transition mires (7140), which are not overgrown
with other Natura 2000 habitats or species by
managing the transitional wetlands as set by

the European requirements for the HD Annex I
9.

ings of Amalvas (see recommandations water man-

the HD Annex I from pollution by a) making agreements with landowners on buffer zones, where

8.

possibilities and possible impact for the surround-

Protect habitats of the Natura 2000 species from

habitats.

Restore mature forest stands to favourable conservation status for Natura 2000 forest habitat types
and safeguard survival of the Natura 2000 wood-

pecker species by avoiding clear cutting as a forest
management measures, and b) leaving deadwood
up to recommended quantity of 30 m³/ha.

4.

agement).

Promote sustainable development and enhance
knowledge of Amalvas wetlands: a) Encourage

application of agro-environmental measures in
Amalvas wetland and adjacent territories:

Constantly inform farmers about possibilities and
advantage for farming in the wetlands encourage

them changing their farming principles. Organize
consultative meetings with local inhabitants to

discuss actions of the nature management plan,

inform them about environmental requirements and
financial possibilities, b) Promote environmental
education: Prepare booklet on use of Amalvas

wetlands including picking berries, mushroom
picking, fishing and hunting, and c) Promote

cognitive tourism: Built near the roads leading into
Amalvas wetland complex five information signs
about the valuable habitats and species. Create
passages across canals and ditches.

In Amalvas:
1.

Protect the designated SPA: a) Manage 154 ha
selected areas important for protection of the
Spotted Crake by promoting participation of

landowners or users in the agro-environmental
program: Protection of natural meadows.

Implement the project of beef cattle’s pasturage in
the Ecosystems restoration zone, b) Secure stable
number of the Black Grouse by regulating abun-

dance of foxes, mongooses, wild boars, ravens in
the nature management zone, c) Manage 160 ha
areas important for protection of Blue Throat in

the state owned land by cutting-off reed beds and
scrubs during non-vegetative season, and d)

Prepare and implement monitoring program of

Amalvas Lake by preparing and executing moni2.

toring program for Amalvas Lake and its basin.

Restore Natura 2000 habitats: a) Implementation of
water management proposals to restore the habitat
of degraded raised bog (7120) in the western and

northwestern borders of Amalvas, b) Restore wood

vegetation’s typical structure in the degraded raised
bog on the right Dovinė riverside by cutting the

atypical trees and scrubs in the degraded raised bog
3.

on right Dovinė riverside.

Conserve and restore biological diversity and tra-

ditional landscape in Amalvas wetlands: a) Protect
the bog woodland (91DO) located on the left

Dovinė riverside of the degraded raised bog for

natural succession by not changing the melioration
ditches; terminating maintainance of melioration

ditches (do not mowe the ditches and not remove
fallen trees, sticks,), b) Analyze renaturalization
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